
INDONESIAN SPACE AGENCY
CEMENTS PLANS TO WORK
WITH ECOMETRICA ON
DEFORESTATION DATA
Downstream space and
sustainability company
Ecometrica has made a long-
term commitment to collaborate
with Indonesian National
Institute of Aeronautics and
Space (LAPAN) and Bogor
Agricultural University (IPB)
beyond the Forests 2020 project,
by signing a memorandum of
understanding. The agreement will
ensure the company’s continued
involvement in Indonesia and its
role in supporting sustainable
forest management and the

conservation of tropical forests.
The UK-based firm, whose
advanced platform allows data
from satellites, such as the
Sentinel constellations, to be
used to track changes of forests,
has been helping to monitor
the effects of palm oil plantation
and other agricultural sectors on
Indonesia’s tropical rainforests,
while guiding efforts to reverse
deforestation through the UK
Space Agency-funded Forests
2020 initiative.
www.ecometrica.com

TERRA DRONE EXPANDS
TO AUSTRALIA WITH
INVESTMENT IN LOCAL UAV
SERVICES PROVIDER

Tokyo-headquartered Terra Drone Corporation has finalized its
expansion into the Australian market after completing an equity
investment in Australian firm, C4D Intel Pty Ltd. As part of the deal,
C4D Intel will immediately rebrand to Terra Drone Australia. The move by
Terra Drone is the latest of the company’s investments into leading drone
technology businesses across the globe and demonstrates the Japanese
company’s commitment to the Australian market.

Founded in 2016, C4D Intel is an industry innovation leader that provides
surveying, inspection, and 3D modeling services to a diverse client base
across mining, oil and gas, power, and forestry industries in Western
Australia. As Terra Drone Australia, the company will be able to leverage
the additional growth capital to expand its service offering to include
unmanned airborne LiDAR, bring innovative Terra Group technologies to
Australia, and expand its operations to the East coast of Australia.
www.terra-drone.net

MANGOESMAPPING TO
PROVIDE ATMOS UAV
DRONES IN AUSTRALIA
Mangoesmapping has been
selected as the Australian
distributor for Dutch
drone company Atmos
UAV, which specialises in
high-end VTOL fixed-wing
drones for surveying and
mapping. Queensland-based
Mangoesmapping has more
than 20 years of geospatial
knowledge in national and
remote communities and
it has received numerous
accolades in innovation, spatial
enabling, environment and
sustainability. It is also an
exclusive distributor for

other known brands like DJI,
NextCore, etc.
With this alliance, Atmos
UAV says it is setting down
in Australasia to provide
assistance and service to its
flagship productMarlyn
VTOL drone customers.
Marlyn can take off vertically
from anywhere with its
proprietary configuration
that blends mapping and
surveying and effectively
generates high-quality data for

skilled customers.
www.atmosuav.com
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accolades in innovation, spatial
enabling, environment and
sustainability. It is also an
exclusive distributor for

generates high-quality data for
skilled customers.

www.atmosuav.com
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